**Tracking the Epidemic**

April 17 - June 19; Tracking the Epidemic: 5 years with The Gay Men's Health Crisis (N.Y. AIDS care organization). Exhibition of graphics curated by writer Jan Groover in the LACE Bookstore.

**April 17 from 2-5 pm; Author's Party:** Simon Watney, London-based author of Policing Desire, Pornography, AIDS and the Media. Both writers discuss their work including their articles in October magazine's special issue on AIDS.

**April 23 at 8 pm;** Violinist/composer Leroy Jenkins is one of the key shapers of “new jazz.” His solo concert for unaccompanied viola and violin displays influences from urban blues, gospel and bluegrass to Stravinsky. Tickets $8/6 LACE members.


**May 5, 6 & 7 at 8 pm;** Primitive Movers and Syncopations. Choreographer/filmmaker Kathy Rose dances in tight synchronization with animated film images. Elaborate costumes of sweeping chiffons and silks fly in slow motion on stage and film. Tickets $10/8 Film Forum and LACE members. Woodworks is presented in association with the Modern Artists Company and National State/Country Partnership.

**Twisted Spring**


**Sundays, May 13-15; Open Studio Tours**

More than 75 artists' studios open in the downtown area: Saturday, studios east of Alameda and Sunday, west of Alameda. Tickets and maps for visitors are on sale at LACE on the days of the event. Tickets $6/4 LACE members.